Abstract. We present two modi cations of continuum models used in large eddy simulation.
Introduction.
We consider the problem of deriving models for the motion of larger eddies in uid ow. The space ltered approach to large eddy simulation, introduced in 1970 by Deardor 5] , (see also 1, 2, 3, 9] ) begins with the Navier-Stokes equations in a bounded domain in where repeated indices are summed from 1 to 3, > 0 and > 0 represents an averaging radius. The spacial averaging operator is de ned by convolution. Indeed, for any w(x;t)
w(x;t) = (g w)(x;t) = Z R 3 g (x ? x 0 )w(x 0 ; t)dx 0 :
Applying this averaging operator to the Navier-Stokes equations gives:
(1:2)
@ @t u + r (uu) + rp ? Re ?1 u = f; in ; 0 < t < T r u = 0; in ; 0 < t T; u(x;0) = u 0 (x); in ; u(x;0) = (g u)(x); on ?; 0 < t T:
This system is very attractive in that solutions are C 1 in space and contain no scales of size smaller than O( ). However, it cannot be solved because of the well known problem of closure that uu 6 = u u. One fundamental question in large eddy simulation is thus to nd a closed system approximating (1.2) in the sense that solutions exist, are C 1 in space and contain no scales much less than O( ).
With u = u + u 0 decompose the nonlinear term in (1.2):
(1:3) uu = (u + u 0 )(u + u 0 ) = u u + uu 0 + u 0 u + u 0 u 0 :
Each term above must be approximated by terms only involving u. The rst term on the right hand side of (1.3) is often called the \resolved scales", the second and third the \cross terms" and the last the \subgridscale term".
There are many proposals for this approximation, presented well in Aldama 1] . For example, for the rst \resolved scale" term two natural possibilities are: direct calculation: u u = g u u; (1:5)
The approximation (1.5) is an example of the basic method developed by Leonard 9] and Clark, Ferziger and Reynolds 3] for treating the rst three terms on the right hand side of (1.3) (often referred to as the \Leonard terms" as a result).
The \subgridscale" terms u 0 u 0 are often treated by a di erent technique which adds extra stabilization to algorithms used to discretize the resulting continuum model, see, e.g., 2,3,7,8]. We will not discuss this possibility herein.
2. Closure Approximations. The key properties of the averaging process w 7 ?! g w are that it is smoothing, converges to u as ! 0 and eliminates high frequency oscillations in u. In this section we review one path to the approximation (1.5) and, motivated by this approach, give a modi cation which better preserves these essential features (whereas the approximation (1.5) increases those high frequency components in the approximation).
Extending all variables by zero outside , (1.3) can be approached via Fourier transforms. If k denotes the dual variable, recall that
Elimination of high frequencies in u corresponds to the exponential decay at in nity of g(k).
Since u = u+u 0 ; g u = g (u + u 0 ) and hence u = g u+g u 0 . Fourier transform
Thus,û 0 is given exactly byû
Using these formulas appropriately gives: does not preserve the essential feature that u = g u is smoother than u. In fact, the approximation (2.3;a,b), while valid for small wave numbers (i.e., for j kj small) actually increases the noise at high wave numbers. It is thus not unexpected that mathematical support for (2.5) for larger Re seems intractable. The kinetic energy of solutions to the Navier Stokes equations is non-increasing yet there is no reason not to expect the kinetic energy in solutions to (2.5) to increase or even blow up in nite time.
With these considerations in mind, the modi cation we propose seems obvious; We shall replace (2.3;a,b) with an approximation of the same order accuracy for large eddies (small jkj) but which attenuates the small eddies (decays as jkj ! 1).
To this end, consider the rational approximation e x : = 1 1+ x + O( 2 x 2 ): Using this subdiagonal Pad e approximation toĝ (k) gives: The formal accuracy of (2.6) is equal to that of (2.3;a). The approximation 1+ where T(w) is the stress tensor,n is the outward unit normal to ? and^ 1 ;^ 2 are unit tangent vectors to ?. Serrin 10] also cites experimental evidence for (3.1) (where depends on the ratio of tangential and normal stresses) for high Reynolds number ows of gasses. Nevertheless, the usual no-slip boundary condition u = 0, on ?, is accepted in mathematical uid dynamics.
In this section we propose that even when the uid satis es the no-slip boundary condition on ? the approximation w to the large eddy models (2.5) or (2.10) should satisfy a condition of the form (3.1) on ?.
Indeed, suppose u = 0 on ? and that there is (for the simplest case) a laminar boundary layer region as described by Prandtl's boundary layer theory (and depicted in the next gure). Keeping in mind that u is extended by zero outside , it is clear that u = 0 on ? but u = g u 6 = 0 on ?: The determination of in (3.2) becomes ultimately a parameter identi cation problem. Some insight is possibly obtainable via asymptotic analysis.
For example, in the case illustrated in Figure 3 .1, in which the ball of radius about boundary points is contained in a laminar boundary layer.
In this case, an asymptotic approximation to u = g u and T = g T(u) can be calculated from the boundary layer equations and (motivated (3.2)) by j ( ; Re) := u ^ j =T n ^ j :
The same procedure can be carried out using other boundary layer formulas, e.g., the law of the wall, as future experiments show to be appropriate.
Remarks on The Modelling Error.
The fundamental open question for any large eddy model or turbulence model is to estimate the modelling error: jju ? wjj. Traditionally, this is done with careful experiments comparing approximations to w to averages of direct numerical simulations of u (necessarily at lower Reynolds numbers). The authors aim (in work in progress) to give a rigorous mathematical analysis of the modelling error in (2.10).
We believe this is possible for the following reason. Let the model (2.10) be written abstractly as: Subtracting (4.1) and (4.2) gives an equation for w ? u. Note that this equation is driven by the closure approximation term r (N(u) ? uu); which we believe can be agreeably bounded for any reasonable closure approximation. It would then remain to show that the deviation in trajectories in the large eddy model (2.10) can be bounded by the di erence in their forcing functions. At precisely this step, we believe the enhanced stability properties of (2.10) vs. (2.5) will allow an analysis of the modelling error.
